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C++ AND UNIKERNELS FOR MAXIMUM 
MICROSERVICE EFFICIENCY



TEXT

THE EVOLUTION OF MICROSERVICE ARCHITECTURES

▸ Classic monolithic applications 

▸ The era of proprietary operating systems, applications and 
licensing fees 

▸ The Cloud - Quest for Scalability 

▸ Decompose monolithic applications into scalable Microservices 

▸ The rise of Linux and open source to escape licensing fees 

▸ Consolidation and Optimisation 

▸ Containers and Microkernels
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SCALING SERVERS - FROM MONTHS TO MICROSECONDS

▸ Bare Metal 

▸ Virtual Machines 

▸ Containers 

▸ OS Distributions specialised for Containers (i.e. “CoreOS”) 

▸ RancherVM to orchestrate VMs like Containers 

▸ Unikernels
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CASE STUDY: DROPBOX

▸ Initially implemented in Python 

▸ Migrated to golang in 2013 

▸ Switched to Rust for its migration from AWS to proprietary 
hardware 

▸ Efficiency == $$$ 

▸ Efficiency == less CO2 - Save the Planet!
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A CASE FOR UNIKERNELS

▸ Zero overhead principle - what you don’t use you don’t 
pay for 

▸ Same as for C++! 

▸ Introduced as a concept in the mid-90s(“exokernel”) 

▸ OS linked to the application as (static) library 

▸ single-task 

▸ Most existing solutions paired with a high-level language
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EXISTING UNIKERNEL SOLUTIONS

▸ MirageOS (OCaml) 

▸ OSv (Java) 

▸ HalVM (Haskell) 

▸ NetBSD “rump” kernels (C) 

▸ Drawbridge Project (Windows/C) 

▸ ClickOS (C++)
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UNIKERNELS VS. CONTAINERS(E.G. “DOCKER”)

▸ Based on Virtual Machines 

▸ No shared general-purpose host kernel 

▸ Kernel features off by default 

▸ No dependency on host kernel type/configuration 

▸ Minimal attack surface 

▸ Potential Bare-metal support(IoT) 

▸ Docker acquired “Unikernel Systems” - expected to fully support 
running unikernels within its infrastructure in the coming years
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INCLUDE <OS>

▸ Apache v2.0 License - available on GitHub 

▸ Kernel compiled as a static library (“os.a”) 

▸ Static LLVM standard library (“libc++.a”) 

▸ Linked to your C++11/14 code using “#include <os>” 

▸ The linker assures only the parts of the os are included 
which you actually use 

▸ CMAKE as build system
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ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW
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INCLUDE OS FEATURES

▸ Extremely low memory footprint 

▸ Support for KVM and VirtualBox 

▸ VirtioNet device driver 

▸ Simple in-memory queue 

▸ Minimal attack Surface 

▸ Randomised stack/heap adresses 

▸ Zero Overhead while idle
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C++11/14 TCP STACK IMPLEMENTATION

▸ Modular, object-oriented TCP 
Stack and Webserver 
implementation in pure C+
+11/14 

▸ “Fastest Possible C++ Delegates” 
for routes 

▸ Zero Overhead Principles - your 
binary will only contain the 
features your code actually needs
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LIMITATIONS

▸ 32 Bit 

▸ No Threading - Single Task 

▸ No TLS (in development) 

▸ No full POSIX support (in development) 

▸ No Virtual Memory 

▸ Single Address Space at ring 0
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SERVICE::START

▸ Configure your service 

▸ Network Configuration 

▸ Register C++11 delegates with interrupts 

▸ Usually through classes supplied by include os (i.e. 
timers, TCP servers) 

▸ Set up memory drives, databases and loggers 

▸ Configure higher-level functionality (i.e. Mana routes)
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MANA

▸ An asynchronous C++11/14 Web Application Framework 

▸ Similar to node.js - “Node++” 

▸ Highly modular and performant 

▸ Looking forward to C++ Coroutines to implement Golang-
type channels
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THE KERNEL

▸ Main Loop listening to interrupts 

▸ Single threaded 

▸ Calling delegates registered to these interrupts 

▸ Not preemptive 

▸ Interrupts simply increment a counter 

▸ Uses zero CPU Resources while waiting for interrupts 

▸ No system call overhead
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USE CASES

▸ Applications where resource use matters 

▸ Single Purpose Applications 

▸ C++ is great at both the high and low level code 

▸ v0.10 RC - APIs still changing - open for contributions


